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V. CONCLUSION
The tracking control problem for rigid robots with model parameter uncertainty has been studied in this note. In order to improve the parameter error convergence to zero, robust control techniques have been used. It was shown that with only parameter-dependent persistent excitation, the transient response of the parameter and tracking errors can be improved notably. Unlike other existing algorithms, the improvement of the transient performance is not achieved by increasing control gains, but by achieving a fast parameter adaptation, what results in smoother control outputs. Under the assumption of known bounds for the real parameters, it is also guaranteed that even in the absence of excitation the estimated parameter will remain bounded. By using the model of a two-link robot available in the literature, the proposed algorithm was tested in simulation. It was shown that the transient performance of this new adaptive algorithm is better in comparison with other well-known algorithms in the literature.
A Continuous-Time Observer Which Converges in Finite Time

Robert Engel and Gerhard Kreisselmeier
Abstract-It is shown that a continuous-time observer, which comprises two standard th order observers and a delay , can observe the state of an th order linear system in finite time exactly. In particular, (almost) any convergence time can be assigned, independent of the observer eigenvalues.
Index Terms-Convergence, delay time, linear systems, observer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider an observable linear system in continuous time with state x 2 n , input u 2 m and output y 2 p .
The theory of observers for such systems, which reconstruct the state x from measurements of the input and output, is well established, see, e.g., [2] , [6] , and [7] .
In a continuous-time setting, the convergence of the state observation to zero is always asymptotic with time. The convergence rate is exponential and can be assigned by suitably choosing the observer eigenvalues [6] .
In contrast, the observation problem in a discrete-time setting allows the choice of zero eigenvalues and thereby a dead-beat response, i.e., a transient evolution which converges in finite time. The guaranteed convergence time is then n times the sampling time and can be assigned by choosing the latter [1] , [3] , [5] .
Convergence in finite time is an attractive feature and, as this note shows, not restricted to the use of sampled-data or discrete-time techniques. This note presents a purely continuous-time observer which converges in finite time. To the authors' knowledge, such a result has not been reported in the literature thus far.
II. MAIN RESULT
It is assumed that the pair (A; C) is observable. The equations
represent two standard identity obervers for the system (1a)-1(b 
and, therefore
Using the fact that KT = I and Ke FD T = 0 by the definition of K,
1 To see this, note that
This impliesx(t) = x(t) for t t0 + D.
The observer is also consistent, i.e., results inx(t) = x(t) for all t t 0 , if the initial conditions are z 0 = T x 0 and z(t) = T (t) with any choice of (t), t 2 [t0 0 D; t0), because Ke FD T = 0.
The new observer has a simple open-loop structure, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 It is seen that, in the transient phase, the state observation error is a linear combination of those 2n exponentials pertaining to the two individual observers, which becomes zero at time t = D because Ke FD T = 0.
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A continuous-time observer, which converges in finite time, is accomplished by using the redundancy of two standard observers and a delay. What enables this result is that the individual two observers with state estimate z i (t) and state observation error " i (t), (i = 1; 2), respectively, give rise to the relations z 1 (t) =x(t) + " 1 (t) z2(t) =x(t) + "2(t)
i.e., a set of four equations with four unknowns x(t), x(t 0 D), " 1 (t), "1(t). The state estimatex(t) is just taken to be the result, which arises from solving these equations for x(t), given z i (t) and z i (t 0 D), (i = 1; 2).
The convergence time D and the observer eigenvalues (resp. the observer gains H i ) are independent quantities to be chosen or designed. They have clearly a joint (filtering) effect on the state estimate. In particular, after the transient is over, one has from (2) that x(t) = [I n;n ; 0 n;n ] T; e 
I. INTRODUCTION
In this note, second moment (mean square) stability for the jump linear system (1.1) whose form process f k g is a finite state time-homogenous or time-inhomogenous Markov chain is studied.
A stochastic version of Lyapunov's second method is used to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for second moment exponential stability if the probability transition matrix is periodic in time. This is a general result in which the results of Morozan [1] and Ji et al. [2] for the time-homogenous case and Krtolica et al. [3] can be recovered as special cases. In order to apply these results, a coupled system of Lyapunov equations needs to be solved for which Kronecker product techniques will be used and a very general sufficient condition is presented. For one-dimensional systems, this sufficient condition is also necessary.
A second moment stabilization problem for systems of type (1.1) is investigated by Ji et al. [2] and Feng et al. [4] , where the equivalence between some second moment stability concepts were also proved. Mariton also studied stochastic controllability, observability, stabilizability and linear quadratic optimal control problems for continuous-time jump linear control systems, the details can be found in [6] . Krtolica et al. [3] applied the Kalman-Bertram decomposition to study closed-loop control systems with communication delays. The system is modeled as a jump linear system with an inhomogenous Markov chain and they obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for exponential stability. Wonham [9] systematically studied linear quadratic optimal control problems for these types of systems. Other work related to the stability of jump linear systems is summarized in [7] .
Before we present the main results, some preliminaries are necessary. Suppose that f k g is a finite state Markov chain with state space N , transition probability matrix P = (p ij ) N2N and initial distribution p = (p 1 ; . . . ; p N ). For simplicity, assume that the initial state x 0 2 R n is a (nonrandom) constant vector. Let (; F;P) denote the underlying probability space and let 4 be the collection of all probabiltiy distribution on N . Let e i 2 4 be the initial distribution concentrated at the ith state, i.e., given by P f0 = ig = 1. If properties depend on the choice of the initial distribution of the Markov form process f k g, for each 2 4, let P denote the probability measure for the Markov chain
